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Pop Quiz: What in the world are the Hawks?

By Matt Moore | Senior Blogger

October 11, 2012 1:19 pm ET 

Fall is here, hear the yell, back to school, ring the bell ... The NBA season is 
right around the corner. To get you ready, we've put together pop quizzes. 
Pencils ready? We continue our Pop Quiz series with the following question ...

What exactly are the Hawks going to be?

Joe Johnson is gone. 

That statement isn't nearly as devastating as it should be for a player leaving 
his team after having signed a $100-million-plus contract. It's more of a "Oh, 
OK." Johnson makes for a fascinating discussion among the most hardcore of 
hoopheads because he's somehow too overrated to be underrated and too 
underrated to be overrated. He's simultaneously overrated and underrated and 
yet never accurately rated. But the result is the same; he's gone from the 
Atlanta Hawks.

What's left is a team that you can make the argument as being terrible or pretty 
good and have a strong argument for both. But instead of trying to figure out how good they're going to be, or even how 
they're going to be in general, what about what they are? What's the identity of the Atlanta Hawks?

They have a strong post presence. Josh Smith, when he's not inexplicably taking long twos, is an incredible post player, 
skilled, nimble, and strong as an ox. The LeBron James comparisons are not insane, provided they come with the "poor 
man's" modifier. Al Horford is constantly discussed as needing to play power forward. Yet he has excelled at the center 
position over the years and is a tremendous post player, most notably in passing. The Hawks have been known to grind 
it out, and they could certainly build such a model, working inside-out to the shooters that they obtained in Anthony 
Morrow, Kyle Korver, and DeShawn Stevenson. 
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So why do we still feel like this team could be a bit of a mess for long stretches? 

The answer to that might lie in another question: What would this team look like with Mike D'Antoni at the helm? Or Stan 
Van Gundy? Or Flip Saunders? Or even more traditional current coaches like Mike Brown, Dwane Casey or Rick 
Carlisle?

And that does a disservice to what Larry Drew has accomplished with this team. Remember that the Hawks made it out 
of the first round with Drew two years ago and had more than a fighting chance against Boston last year, beset by just 
as many if not more important injuries than the Celtics. 

He has taken them to a higher level and has them win consistently. Their national television appearances are 
nightmares, which help to perpetuate the myth of their terribleness. But overall, this has been a strong team. 

They just seem to lack imagination and creativity. Drew has created a mid-playoff-seed model that can be likened to a 
factory approach. They do their job, deal with their inefficiencies, produce in bulk and dump the toxic waste out the back. 
Defend, create turnovers, grind out wins. 

And maybe that's better than the approaches of the guys listed above. But with the Hawks, you wonder if they'll try once 
again to be non-descript, to have an identity that is largely defined as just "basketball team." There's potential to stretch 
the imagination with this roster and the freedom of low expectations. If Drew can shrug off the isolation tendencies while 
keeping the defense stiff -- and throw in just a little bit of imagination and expansion to the offensive side -- the Hawks 
could really surprise. 

If not, this will be your standard Hawks season, best fit with a positive word and a shrug and a quick change of subject. 

Tags: Al Horford, Anthony Morrow, DeShawn Stevenson, Jeff Teague, Joe Johnson, Josh Smith, Kyle Korver, LeBron 
James, Lou Williams, Atlanta Hawks, Boston Celtics, NBA 
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wi_gerk  

This article lost all credibility when it described D. Stevenson as a "shooter". Really?
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TROY FOREVER  

You think the purpose is to win it all. Might depend who the owner is. Being competitive, and 

making a profit might be the larger goal. I know, fans don't want to hear that. But isn't that what 

most teams have to accomplish? Thirty team league and the chance of winning it all usually resides 

with 6 teams max. Maybe an oddball team sneaks in every 20 years. In the last 30 years, how many 

teams have come out of the east? How many out of the west? Chicago, Detroit, Miami, (76er's 

once)? Lakers, Spurs, Houston, (Dallas once)? Probably about 8 other teams that reached the 

finals but didn't win, like the Knicks once and Jazz twice. . But those that won reached the finals 

allot more as losers also. How can this possibly be if everything was fair and balanced? That's what 

the draft is suppose to do. It just seems that certain teams when they want a certain player(s) seem 

to be able to get that player(s). While the pack just muddles along.

13 HOURS AGO

drewmoney71  

 TROY FOREVER  Very interesting post. My Nuggets are somewhat similar to the 

Hawks. They've made the playoffs 9 straight years but only gotten out of the first round 

once. The problem is that basketball is a 12 players-per-roster sport (which is much less 

than other team sports), so a few good players can change the landscape of the league 

much more than in other sports. Pujols (who is arguably the best player of his generation) 

switching teams wasn't a tenth as important as Lebron switching teams. Many fans 

(including some on this board) think that teams like the Hawks or Nuggets should start 

rebuilding just because they have little chance at winning a championship. I disagree; I'd 

rather be a team that consistently loses in the first round of the playoffs than a team that 

is constantly rebuilding. 

dopper0189  

@drewmoney71 @TROY FOREVER It isn't about constantly rebuilding it's 

about making the right trade. I said at the time why didn't the Hawks get into the 

Bynum trade talks? Josh Smith to the Cavs or Houston and they could have got 

Bynum the way the 76ers got Bynum by trading AI to Denver. The Lakers were 

going to make a 4 team trade to get Howard so why not the ATL? Now if your 

front line has Horford (at the 4) and Bynum at the 5 you have a chance to 

exploit the 1 weakness of Miami, their lack of size inside (with JJ gone they 
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14 HOURS AGO

somase  

Wow Matt. Try getting a little more familiar with the English language. Those first couple paragraphs 

are nonsense.

 

14 HOURS AGO

somase  

I just stopped reading because I couldn't handle it any more.

15 HOURS AGO

ghapr1  

Just another ho hum Hawks season ahead...they will lose some and win some...make the playoffs 

and disappear as usual...we will show up to see the Lakers, Bulls, Knicks, Celtics and that is 

it...case close...

15 HOURS AGO

dopper0189  

Trade Josh Smith for a king's ransom and rebuild. Does anyone think this team will have a shot to 

win it all in the next 3 years? If not then rebuild when you have valuable assets.

15 HOURS AGO

Goat on Fire  

Poor man's Lebron? The two are really more different than they seem. Smith is the superior 

rebounder and shot blocker, Lebron has the clear edge on pretty much all of the offensive 

categories. In transition is really the only area where the two are similar. 

17 HOURS AGO

21derful  

Time to let Em fly Larry!
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